College of Education
Social Science Education Prerequisites Courses

Students applying to the Social Science Education Combined BS/MS Degree Pathway are required to complete the following 12 credit hours of social science prerequisite courses:

- AMH 2010 - History of the U.S. to 1877 with a C- or better
- AMH 2020 - History of the U.S Since 1877 with a C- or better
- Two additional Social Science courses from any of the following prefixes: AMH, ECO, GEA, GEO, POS, or WOH with a C- or better. Recommended courses: ECO 2013, ECO 2023, GEA 1000, POS 1041, WOH 1023, and WOH 1030.

Course Prefix Directory

AMH – American History
ECO – Economics
GEA, GEO – Geography
POS – American Government
WOH – World History